Researchers usually write their thesis themselves, possibly with some help from their supervisors. Often it is more time consuming to write the review part of the thesis than the original articles, since proper composition of the review of the literature, the summary of the research results and the discussion require maturity on the part of the researcher.
Today there are several commercial companies that provide help for producing and writing a medical thesis. Yes, this is a solid fact, although it may be hard to believe.
When opening the internet with key words like "dissertations, theses" 87 pages with companies were found, many of them willing to write a doctoral thesis at a cost of 16 to 23 $ per page.
Not surprisingly, the companies provide unimaginable services. One company advertises that the thesis is guaranteed to match any specifications or they will immediately rewrite and/or edit the text for FREE until the customer is satisfied with the research results. They claim NEVER to re-sell any of the materials they write. The researcher will be the ONLY person to receive the material, as it is automatically deleted from the system two weeks after completion. Clearly such activities are illegal.
Another ghost writer company advertises that, "Unlike all of our dishonest competitors, we do not employ inexperienced students or unskilled foreign laborers. Our staff of over 200 contracted professionals can research ANY doctoral-level topic, of ANY length, for almost ANY delivery date. We do not sell prewritten documents and we NEVER re-sell any of the materials that we create. Every aspect of OUR work will be innovative, unique and most importantly 100 % original".
The thesis may be completed within days, if the company receives some extra remuneration for fast service, but if the client has time and is willing to wait for more than 30 days, the lowest rate will be used.
Yes indeed, great promises! However, it is totally unacceptable and unethical to even consider asking for such services.
It may be difficult to catch researchers who publish a ghostwritten thesis, but the medical faculties must be aware of the possibility that fraudulent dissertations may be published in their universities. It puts even higher demands on the assessments by the reviewers than ever before. It also puts more focus on the dissertation itself, since the debate between the opponent and the doctor in spe must include a thorough control of the level of knowledge of the doctor candidate if fraud is suspected.
A reasonable punishment if scientific fraud or misconduct is established would be, in addition to the public disgrace by the scientific community and rejection of the doctoral thesis, dismissal of the person from his or her academic engagement permanently.
Trials and attempts at fraud must be heavily punished in the name of real and true science.
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